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In the summer of 2016, a group of designers from Pratt led by program 

director, Rebecca Welz, faculty member in the Industrial Design and 

Foundation departments, traveled to Antigua, Guatemala. They worked 

with woodworkers, weavers, leatherworkers and shoemakers, a 

welder, seamstresses and a silversmith to fabricate products. Everyday 

they walked through the colonial town on uneven stone streets to 

the textile museum, Casa del Tejido Antiguo to meet the artisans to 

work together.  This exhibition shows some of the products that were 

created and gives a glimpse into the magical experience in Antigua.
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The Artisans

Jose Salvador Alvarez Juan Carlos Carcuz BeatrizAmilcar

VanyYuran Franklin Tiburcio

Lina



The Designers

Rebecca WelzMichelle Mattar Florence Wang

Aldana Ferrer GarciaCasey Bergner Alexia Cohen

Samantha KatehisKristin Holifield Joshua Knoblick Hannah Lueptow

Tara Ali-Khan



Dinora comes from Santa Catarina de Barhona a town right near Antigua. Her 
mother started teaching her blackstrap loom weaving when she was 8 years 
old, by age 12 she was able to weave independently. Her favorite pattern to 
weave is the “Arcos” or Arches motif.

At age 7 Marleni started learning the San Antonio Aguas Calientes traditional 
weaving technique from her mother and grandmother. The double-sided 
weave called “cruzetas” or brocade is her favorite and she uses it to create 
intricately colorful scenes depicting different flora and fauna, the birds are 
her preferred motif. Marleni has been able to teach her craft to her sister and 
some of her cousins. She looks forward to teaching weaving to her son, once 
he turns 7 years old. She is truly committed to keeping this traditional and 
millenary craft alive.

Originally from San Antonio Aguas Calientes, Esmida started to learn the 
backstrap loom weaving from her Mother at the age of 7. Her Aunt helped 
her refine her technique when her mother was away traveling for work. Even 
though she has 3 sons who all work with her husband, she has helped teach 
her craft to some of her cousins and nieces. She enjoys weaving all sorts of 
patterns for “tapetes” and “Güipiles” and is happy to be able to balance her 
duties at home and her weaving profession, which helps complement her 
husband’s income.

Claudia started to learn how to weave on the backstrap loom at age 8 from 
her mother, at age 12 she was already able to work on complicated patterns 
independently. Birds and flowers are her favorite motifs to weave in the San 
Antonio Aguas Calientes tradition of “cruzetas” or brocade, which yields a 
highly technical double-sided weave. Students have come from as far as 
Japan and China to learn weaving from her though the Museo Casa del 
Tejido, an opportunity she cherishes as it allows her to promote and continue 
her craft.

Claudia Rosalinda Telón Carmón

Esmida Maide Martínez

Marleni Hernández Guarán

Dinora López



The Weavers and their Stories

Sergio was born in La Antigua Guatemala and currently lives in Jocotenango 
where he maintains a small gift store where he sells his crochet and weaving 
work. After working in the Museo Casa del Tejido for several years, at age 39, 
he decided to take lessons from 2 traditional weavers from the San Antonio 
Aguas Calientes region who, amongst other things, taught him the “cruzetas” 
technique, which is now his favorite kind of weave. After some years of 
experience he still finds it exciting to see the designs come to life when 
weaving, he says “it is like drawing with string”.

Catalina comes from a long lineage of weavers. She started learning at 8 
years old from her mother who still weaves at the age of 84. Her grandmother 
also wove well into her 80’s and the family tradition continues as Catalina 
herself has taught her sisters, cousins, nieces and granddaughter. Her 
specialty is weaving “Güipiles” the traditional Guatemalan shirt. The region 
she is from, Santa Catarina de Barahona, specializes in a double-sided 
technique called “cruzetas” or brocade, to create very precise and colorful 
patterns. One “Güipil” in this tradition can take 3-6 months to complete.

Elida started to learn backstrap loom weaving from her grandmother at age 
8. She gets the most enjoyment from weaving the geometric patters that can 
be seen in the “Güipiles” from San Antonio Aguas Calientes called “Guardas”. 
She taught weaving to her daughter who works at the Museo Casa del Tejido 
demonstrating this age-old craft to the visitors. Elida also does volunteer work 
to help women in her town with family planning and to work on their self-
esteem.

Sergio Armando Pacheco Gonzalez

Catalina Hernandez

Elida Aureliana López Sirin











(cotton weave)
Pie de Chu Chu

Designed by: Tara Ali-Khan



Artisans: Catalina & Beatriz



(leather, cotton&poliester embroidery)
zapatos Verdes

Designed by: Tara Ali-Khan



Artisans: Jorge & Salvador



(cotton weave)
Landscape Dress

Designed by: Casey Bergner



Artisans:  Elida & Beatriz



(leather)
Waves Boots

Designed by: Casey Bergner



Artisans:  Jose



(wood)
Breakfast Tray

Designed by: Casey Bergner



Artisans:  Franklin



(cotton weave)
Pillow

Designed by: Alexia Cohen



Artisans:  Marleni & Lina



(cotton weave)
Volcan de Fuego Chalk Bags

Designed by: Alexia Cohen



Artisans:  Beatriz



(cotton weave, wood, brass)
Nesting Boxes: Tinajita, Arco Maya, Naranja

Designed by: Aldana Ferrer Garcia



Artisans: Esmida & Tiburcio



(cotton weave, canvas)
Algodon Bedding - Pillows & Throw Set

Designed by: Aldana Ferrer Garcia



Artisans: Marleni & Beatriz



(cotton weave, canvas)
Algodon Bedding - Throw

Designed by: Aldana Ferrer Garcia



Artisans: Marleni & Beatriz



(cotton weave, canvas, wood)
Mini MAria Stool

Designed by: Aldana Ferrer Garcia



Artisans: MArleni, Beatriz & Yuran



(cotton weave, leather)
Quetzal Bag

Designed by: Samantha Katehis



Artisan: Juan Carlos



(cotton weave)
Durazno Table Runner

Designed by: Samantha Katehis



Artisan: Claudia



(leather)
Vaca Bags

Designed by: Joshua Knoblick



Artisan: Juan Carlos



(cotton weave, wood)
Tables

Designed by: Hannah June & Michelle Mattar



Artisans:  Sergio, Amilcar



(cotton weave, leather, canvas)
Messenger Bird

Designed by: Florence Wang



Artisans: Dinora & Juan Carlos  



(sterling silver, white, green jade)
Brazalete Hogar (Home Bracelet)

Designed by: Rebecca Welz



Artisan: Gabriel



(embroidered weave, wood, foam)
Viñedos Ottoman

Designed by: Rebecca Welz



Artisans: Marleni , Tiburcio & Beatriz





We spent a day adventuring around Lake Atitlán, a huge lake in the 
Sierra Madre mountain range. We visited many destinations throughout 
the day, but one spot that collectively blew us away was our visit to 
a weaver’s studio in the town of San Juan, along the coast of the lake. 

Unique to this region of Guatemala, this style of weaving involves the 
pattern of the textile to be decided ahead of time, and the warp threads 
are dyed before they are set onto the loom based on the chosen pattern. 
It is a painstaking process that requires the threads to be wrapped 
in specific places before they are dyed to keep certain areas white. 

At this studio, San Juan la Laguna, the threads used for weaving are 
hand-spun and naturally dyed, using materials found in nature. Our host 
Ingrid showed us what plants and insects produce different colors before 
taking us out to the back of the studio to show us the dye process. 

A Day in Lake Atitlan





After tearing up a plant by hand, similar to the indigo plant, Ingrid cut 
some banana tree trunk and boiled it in some water. She then mixed 
that water into the shredded plant. The mix was then placed in the sun, 
because UV rays facilitate the reaction between the water and the 
plant. After only a few minutes, we watched the water go from clear to 
a bright berry colored red. Ingrid then washed some clean white cotton 
thread (to help it absorb the dye better) and dipped it into the bowl. 

When she pulled it out it was purple, and as she kept dipping, wringing, 
and repeating, the threads went from a light purple to a darker shade. 
When done properly, this process yields an indigo color she told us. 

We were stunned at how quickly we were able to see the results of 
this process. Ingrid learned how to do this from her family, which 
placed an emphasis on how important it is that the traditions 
of this craft be passed down so that the knowledge is not lost. 
Our visit to this studio also gave us insight into how their work is taken 
for granted when consumers don’t understand how much it takes to 
create their beautiful products. From start to finish, every step of the 
process is meticulously planned to create unique but consistent textiles.- 
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